Proof. Metrizable -+ M 1 and M x -> M 2 are obvious. To show M 2 -> M 3 , let \Jn=iB n be a σ-closure preserving quasi-base. For each n, put P n = { (B°, B) : B e B n }. Then clearly \Jn=ιP n becomes a σ-cushioned pair-base.
To show M z -+ paracompactness, let \Jζ=iP n be a σ-cushioned pairbase. Let U be an open cover and for each n, let W = {P λ c P 2 c U w>n for some Ue U, UeP n }.
For We W n , pick U WtΛ e ί7such that for some P e P n , W = P λ c P 2 U w , n . Then TF = U^U W n becomes a σ-cushioned open refinement of U and hence, by Theorem 2.1, X is paracompact.
To show M 3 -> perfectly normal, let G be an open set in X For each n, put F w = (U {P x : P 2 c G, P e P w })". Then G = U?=i^n, so every open set is an jP σ , whence X is perfectly normal since X is normal by paracompactness, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Example 9.2 furnishes us with a separable and first countable M r space which is non-metrizable. The ' 'half-open interval'' space R (the real line R with base the family {[x, y): x, y e R} is paracompact and perfectly normal and R x R is not paracompact (Sorgenfrey [16] or Kelley [4] ). Hence, by Theorem 2.2, R x R is not M" 3 , and by Theorem 2.4 it follows that R is not M 3 . The questions of whether M 2 -> M x or M 3 ->M 2 remain unsolved. However, see Proposition 7.7 for a partial result.
The following three theorems exhibit properties which metric spaces have in common with M^-spaces. THEOREM 
If A is a subset of an M 2 -(or M 3~) space X, then A is M 2 (or Ms).
Proof. We prove it only for the M 2~c ase. Let \J^B n be a cr-closure preserving quasi-base for X. For each n, put Bή = {Af] B : Be B n }. To show B' n is closure preserving in A it suffices to show for x e A and The foregoing proof breaks down in the case of an Mi-space (since in general (B° f] A)~~ Φ (An B)), and it is unsolved whether a subspace, or even a closed subspace, of an M r space is M t . THEOREM 
A countable product of M^spaces is M t .
Proof. We prove it only for the M λ case; the other cases follow similarly. For each n, let X n be an M^space with a σ-closure preserving base \JZ=ιB™. Without loss of generality we can assume that, for all m, n, X n e B™ and B™ c B™+\ Now put X = Π"=i^w and, for each n, let where f[Bi = {x e X: x i e B t for i ^ n] .
ί = l
Then Un=i^w becomes a σ-closure preserving base for X y making X an Mi-space.
We can also prove the following result: THEOREM 2.5. Let X be an M^space. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X is separable, Proof. First we get X to be regular (Nagata [12] ). For the M 2 case, let \Jn=iBn and U"=i^ be ^-closure preserving quasi-bases for A x and A 2 respectively, with φ e Bl n B* for all n. Now for each n, m, we put B n<m = {B λ U (or M 3 ) by Theorem 2.6, which completes the proof.
Whether Theorem 2.9 is true for M" Γ space is unknown.
3 Nagata spaces* DEFINITION 3.1. A Nagata space X is a !\-space such that for each x e X there exist sequences of neighborhoods of x, {U n {x)}n=ι and {S n (x)}n = u such that:
(1) for each x e X, {U n (x)}ζ =1 is a local base of neighborhoods of x, ( 2) for all x,y e X, S n (x) Π S n (y) Φ Φ implies x e Z7 n (2/). The order pair ζ{U n (x)}ζ =1 , {S n (x)}ζ =ι y is said to be a Nagata structure for X if and only if, for each x, {UJjc)}^ and {S n (x)}n=ι are sequences of neighborhoods of x satisfying the above two conditions. Now having defined Nagata spaces, we get the following relation between a Nagata space and an ikf 3 Proof. Let X be a Nagata space with a Nagata structure
Then obviously \Jn=iP n is a pair-base. To show that each P n is cushioned, we must show, for any index set A, that (U {S n (x*)
Hence, S n (yf Π (U {5f n (α? Λ )°: a e A}) = φ and y 0 (U {S w fe)°: α e A})". Thus X is M 3 and first countable. Now let X be M z and first countable. For each x e X, let {W w (#)}" =1 be a local base at x. Suppose Uw=iPw is a ^-cushioned pair-base for X. We can assume that for all n, (X, X) e P n . For m, w and x e X define U m .M = Π{P 2 : TΓ m (^) cP.Pe P n } and S».»(»)= Π{Pi: W w (aj) c P lf P e P n } -U{P X : a? 0 P 2 , Pe P n } .
We wish to show that ({U mtn {x)}Z, n =i, {S m , n (x)}Z fn J> is a Nagata structure for X. Obviously {U m>n (x)}Z, n =i and {S m>w (^)}Γ llW =i are sequences of neighborhoods of x satisfying condition (1) in Definitition 3.1. To show (2), suppose y 0 U m>n (x) . Then there exists a P e P n such that WJx) c Pi and ?/ 0 P a Then, by definition of S m , n (x), we have S m<n {y) Π Pi = Φ But iS TO>n (aj) c Pj, so S m , n (ίc) Π S m , w (?/) = φ, which completes the proof. Now by virture of Theorem 3.1 and the fact subsets and countable products of first countable spaces are first countable, we obtain the results that: any subspace of a Nagata space is a Nagata space; a count-able product of Nagata spaces is Nagata; and in a Nagata space, separable <->Lindelof<->the countable chain condition.
We can also get the following generalization (from X being metric to X being Nagata) of a well known extension theorem of Dugundji [3] Proof. Let <{U n (x)}Z =1 , {S n {x)}ζ^y be a Nagata structure for X. Without loss of generality we can suppose that, for n < m and y e X, we have S m (y) c S Λ (y) 9 U m {y) c U n (y), and SM = U λ {y) = X. Now for x e X -A, put n x = max {n : for some y e A, x e S n (y)} and m x = min {n : 
for x $ A .
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Then it can be shown without difficulty that g is the desired extension of/.
4. Some metrization theorems. The following is a recent characterization of metrizability by Nagata [13] , which has the dual virture of being obviously satisfied by a metric space and of easily implying many other known metrization theorems. (The concept of a Nagata space was actually abstracted from this characterization.) THEOREM 4.1. (Nagata [13] Proof. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 1.1 and the necessity from Theorem 4.2.
The above theorem and corollary have analogues for the case of M 2 -and Ms-spaces.
An interesting but unsolved problem poses itself here, namely: is an Λfj-space with a σ-closure preserving base B = (J»=i^n> where each B n is point countable, necessarily metrizable?
We also have the following metrization theorem on Mi-spaces: THEOREM 
(Bing [1]). A T λ -space X is metrizable if and only if X is an M λ -space with a σ-closure preserving base \Jζ=iB n such that, for any x e X and open set U containing x, there exists an n such that φ Φ U{£: x e B e B n ) c U.
We can easily generalize this result to the following: THEOREM 
A T x -space X is metrizable if and only if X is an M 3 -space with a σ-cushioned pair-base (J»=Λ with the property that for each x e X and open set U containing x, there exists an n such that φ Φ
U{Pi .x e P lf Pe P n } a U.
5 Completeness, According to Cech [2] , a Hausdorff space is topologically complete if it is a G δ in some compact Hausdorff space, and a Hausdorff space is completely metrizable if it has a compatible complete metric. Cech then proves that a metrizable space is completely metrizable if and only if it is topologically complete. In this section we investigate topologically complete M" Γ spaces. THEOREM 5.1. (Nagata [13] and the conclusion of the lemma follows. LEMMA 
The diagonal is a G^ in X x X if and only if there exists a sequence of open coverings {S n }n=i of X such that for each x, y e X xφy implies there exists an m such that y $ \J{S: x e S e S m }.
Proof. Proof. For the proof, we need the concept of the Wallman compactification of a normal space (Wallman [18] , Kelly [4, pp. 167-168] ). Let X be normal and let F be the family of all closed subsets of X. Define w(X) to be the collection of all subfamilies of F which have the finite intersection property and are maximal with respect to this property. For U open in X, we put U + = {A e w(X): for some A e A, A c U}. Then {U + : Z7open in X) is a base for some topology τ. Then ζw(X), τ> is called the Wallman compactification of X. Then w(X) is compact Hausdorff and X is densely embedded in w(X) by the homeomorphism Φ(x) = {A e F: x e A}.
To show that X is completely metrizable we need only show that X is a G δ in w{X). Let ({U n (x)}n=u {SU#)}rc=i> be the complete Nagata structure for X. For each n, put G n = U {S n (x) + : x e X}. Then G n is open and obviously φ(X) c Γ\ζ =1 G n . Now suppose A e Πn=ιG n . Then for each n there exists an x n e X such that A e S n (x n ) + , which means that for each n there exists x n e X and A n e A so that A n c S n (x n ). Hence by completeness Π^ =£ Φ So let x e [}A, then since A is maximal with respect to the finite intersection property we must have A = Φ(x) e Φ(X). Hence, φ(X) = Γ)n=iG n , showing that X is a G δ in w(X). 
(Z(α, y) = e%, a?) for all a?, y e X .
If d is a semi-metric for X, the semi-metric topology is that determined by: p is a limit point of A c X if and only if inf {d (p, x) : x e A} = 0. A topological space ζX, τ} is semi-metrizable if and only if there is a semi-metric d such that the semi-metric topology agrees with τ.
We can characterize semi-metric spaces as follows: 
For the necessity, define d(x, y) = inf {1/n : x e U n {y) and y e U n (x)} where we assume E7i(fic) = X for all x e X. Now by virture of the preceding characterization of semi-metrizability, we obviously have: THEOREM 6.2. A Nagata space is semi-metrizable.
McAuley [5] has given an example of a regular separable semimetric space X which is not hereditarily sparable (that is, subsets are not necessarily separable). It follows by Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 that X is not a Nagata space. In fact, it can be shown that X is not even paracompact. An interesting unsolved problem is whether a paracompact (or even a regular Lindelof) semi-metric space must be a Nagata space.
McAuley [5] has defined a semi-metric space to be strongly-complete if, whenever {A n }£ =1 is a decreasing sequence of nonempty closed sets such that for every n there exists k n and x n such that A kn c {y : d{x nJ y) ^ 1/w}, then we have Π«=Λ W Φ Φ-(Theorem 5.8 has an analogue for semimetric spaces). McAuley has proved the following result concerning strongly complete semi-metric spaces: THEOREM 6.3. (McAuley [5] So {C/Γ}n,m=i is a countable subcover of U. So X is Lindelof and hence normal, but a normal semi-metric space is easily seen to be perfectly normal, and a perfectly normal Lindelof space is easily seen to be hereditarily Lindelof. So we conclude that X is hereditarily Lindelof and hence paracompact, which completes the proof. (
1) Y is first countable, (2) for each y e Y, the boundary of f~\y), df~\y), is compact, ( 3 ) Y is metrizable.
A special case of a closed continuous image of a space X is XIA, the quotient space of X formed by identifying the points of a closed subset A. Here, the natural map is clearly closed and continuous. Then, according to Theorem 7.1, if X is a metric space and A is a closed subset of X with a non-compact boundary, then XIA is not metrizable.
We have the following partial analogue to Theorem 7.1:
. Let X be an M 2 -(or M 3 -) space and f a closed continuous function from X onto any space Y. Then (1) if Y is first countable, then for all y e Y, df~\y) is compact,. (2) if for all y e Y, df~\y) is compact, then Y is M 2 (or M 3 ).
Proof. The proof of (1) is somewhat similar to Stone's proof of (1) - (2) in Theorem 7.1. To prove (2) for the ikf 2 -case let \Jζ =1 B n be a σ-closure preserving quasi-base for X. Then |J?=Λ becomes a σ-closure preserving quasi-base for Y, where A n = {/(UίU-Ai) A lf , A fc e B n }. The ikf 3 -case is similar.
The converse of (1) is easily seen to be false by taking the identity map from a non-first countable M 2 -(or Λf 3 -) space onto itself. Also, Example 9.2 shows that the converse of (2) is false. It is unknown whether Theorem 7.2 is true for ikfrspaces.
It is also unsolved whether an arbitrary closed continuous image of* an Mrspace is again M t . However we can obtain the partial result that the quotient space of an M 2 -(or Λf 3 -) space with respect to a closed subset is again M 2 (or Λf 3 ).
For the M 2 case this result would follow if every closed subset A of X had a "local σ-closure preserving quasi-base" in the sense that there exists a σ-closure preserving family V such that for every open U containing A, A c V° c V c U for some V e V. For then, if B were a σ-closure preserving quasi-base for X, the image under the natural map of the family V\J {B e B:B {Λ A -φ) would be a σ-closure preserving quasi-base for XIA. As it turns out, we have the stronger result that every closed subset has a "local closure preserving quasi-base" as follows: It is unknown whether the above theorem is true for ik^-spaces. However, we can get XIA to be M λ MX is metrizable, as follows: Proof. Let Y = U«=A where nΦm implies X n C\X m = Φ and each X n is homeomorphic to X by a map i n . Topologize Y by: 0 is open<->OΓ\X n is open in X n for all n. Let p n = i n (p) and A = {ye Y:y = p n for some n}. Let i be the natural map from Y onto. Y\A. Then clearly A is closed and Y is Λf 2 ; hence Y\A is M 2 . Now suppose Y\A has a ^-closure preserving base B = {Jζ =1 B n . Then for each n, {i" τ (B) Π X n ' A e B e B n } is closure preserving in X n . Hence, there exists an open V n in X n so that p n e V n and A e B e B n implies (i'\B) Π X n ) <£ V n . Now put V = \J^iV n . Since β is a base there exists some B in some B k such that Ae Bci(V), whence (i" In this section we establish the stronger result that each chunkcomplex is an Mi-space.
For the proof we establish the following notation: For S e K define 4(S) = {TeK:T(zS, T Φ S}. Define K o = {S e K: J(S) = φ} and, assuming K m has been defined for 0 S m < n, we define K n = \S e K:J(S)czXjκλ -U*Q .
Then \Jn=iK n = K> by induction on the number of subchunks. For S e K put dS = U(4S)), S° = S -dS, and A s = {T e K: S c T}. Then obviously U{S°: S e K] = K. Let N be the set of nonnegative integers and M={lln:ne ^-
Proof. Let <ίΓ, τ> be a chunk-complex with a set of chunks K. First we observe that for each n e N, P e K n , there exists a countable family -B(P) = {P m : on e N} of open sets in P° forming a base for points in P° so that P m e P° for all meN. Fix neN,PeK n and 5 e B(P). Let #: Ap -• M. Then we define a candidate J5 ρ for our base as follows: By normality, let W be an open set containing B and such that WO (\J{TeK: TnP° -Φ}) = Φ. Now, by induction, for any TeK n Γ\A P we necessarily have T -P and we define Bζ = B and B* = φ. Now assume we have defined Bg for all S e K n+k Π A P with k < m. Then for any Γ e J fiΓ w+77l Π A P we put j U{ : S e J(Γ) Π A P } and Bf = TFΠ {2/ e Γ: p τ $ξ, y) < min b(Γ), Pτ (y, dT -
Finally we put
We note that for all Γe4 P we have (BJ n dT) c B (b) \J{Vψ : m e N) is a base for points in P°. Let P e K n , x e P°, and U be on open set containing x. Choose B e #(P) such that a? e B c 5 c (17 n P°). We want to find g:A P ->M so that x e B g α U. By induction on m, we define g(T) for Γ e K n+m n A P so that (iίp 7 )" c J7. For m = 0 we have T = P and (J5* 1 )-= 5 c (P n • Z7) for any g : A P -> ikf, so put flr(P) = 1. Now assume we have defined g(S) for every S e ίw n A P with k < m so that (JS^)" c ί7. Let T e K n+m n A (c) each Vp is closure-preserving. First we need the following result:
LEMMA 8.5. (Michael [8] 9* Some examples* In the sequel, R will denote the real numbers and N the natural numbers. We will also use the notation ζx, y} for the point (x,y) e R x R to distinguish it from (s, t) which will mean the open interval {x e R: s < x < t} and [s, t] which will be the closed interval {x e R: s ^ x ^ ί}. EXAMPLE 9.1. A non-metrizable first countable M x -space. Let R' be the rational numbers. For x e R, put L x = {(x, yy : (x, y} e R x R, 0 < y} and X = R U (U{£* : » e JR}). Then we will define a base for X as follows: For s,teR r and z -ζx, w} e L x such that 0 < s <w < ί we put Us.t(z) -K^> yy*S<y<t} and let Z7 be the set of all such Ul t (z). For r,s,t e R' and « 6 R such that s < z < t and r > 0, we put Vr.Us) -(β, ί) U (Uί<w, 2/> : 0 < 2/ < r, w e (β, ί) -{«}}) , and let F be the set of all such V r , t , t (z). Now put B = Z7 U F. Then it can be easily shown that β is a σ-closure preserving base making X into a non-metrizable first countable Mi-space.
The following example is more powerful than Example 9.1. But here the proof of ikfi-ness, which is due to Jun-iti Nagata, is far from being straightforward. (The space of the example seems to have first appeared in McAuley [5] ; Nagata [13] gives it without proof of ik^-ness as an example of a non-metrizable, separable Nagata space.) EXAMPLE 9.2. [Nagata] . A non-metrizable, separable, first countable ik^-space.
Let X = {<x, yy:<x,y>e Rx R,0<x<l,0^y}. Clearly X -(0,1), as a subset of R x R, has a ^-closure preserving base B. For n e N and (j), 0> e X, we define
Then B U {U n (p) :n e N, ζp, 0)> e X} is a base which clearly generates a regular topology. Obviously X is separable, first countable, and not second countable; hence X is not metrizable.
To show the existence of a tf-closure preserving base for X, it suffices to show one for points in (0,1). For m,qeN,m<q, and 0 ^ k ^ 2 m+1 -2, we define Then for each i,jeN, i < i implies α{ < αj and b\ < b' j9 and obviously δί -> 0 and α{ -* p. Now putting it can be shown that p 6 N n (p) c Ϊ7 n (p). (p) : n e N, p e (Q, 1)}, which is a base for points in (0,1). Finally, it can be shown that each B t is closure preserving. Hence Uί^ί '-t e T} is a tf-closure preserving base and X is an Mi-space. If X is the space in Example 9.2, then it can be shown without difficulty that X/(0,1) is an il^-space with (0,1) having a closure preserving local base. EXAMPLE 9.3. There exists a non-metrizable MΊ-space X with p e X such that p has an uncountable closure preserving local base and X -{p} is homeomorphic to R.
Let p $ R and put X = R U {p}. Let {r J^= 1 be an enumeration of the integers and put B = {1/n :n e N -{1}} U {0}. Let F be the set of all functions from the integers I to B such that either there exists r e I such that if s < r, then f(s) -0 and if r ^ s, then /(s) ^ 0; or for all r e 7, /(r) ^ 0. For f e F, put ^ = \Jn=ι(r n -/(r n ), r w + f(r n )) where if /(r n ) = 0, (r n , r Λ ) -φ. Let ί7 = {{p} U U f :feF} and B be a countable base for R. Then it is obvious that U U B is a σ-closure preserving base for X Moreover, it is easy to see that X is not first countable at p and R is homeomorphic to X -{p}.
It is clear that this construction can be carried out for any noncompact metric space without isolated points. In particular, carrying it out for the rational numbers we get a countable non-metrizable Mi-space. 
